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Der wasserungesättigte Boden (Vadose-Zone) ist ein mikrobiologisch hochaktiver Teil des
Boden-Ökosystems. Neben seiner Bedeutung für die Bodenfruchtbarkeit trägt die VadoseZone auch wesentlich zum mikrobiellen Abbau anthropogener Schadstoffe bei. Während die
mikrobielle Populationsdichte und Diversität oft beschrieben wurde, ist das Wissen um die
mikrobielle Aktivität unter dem Einfluss flüchtiger Schadstoffe im Luftraum des Bodens noch
sehr gering. Dies ist umso erstaunlicher, da sich viele Bakterien an der Luft-WasserGrenzschicht ansammeln und diese für den mikrobiellen Umsatz flüchtiger Stoff im Boden
sehr wichtig sind.
Ziel der vorliegenden Promotionsarbeit war es daher, das Wachstum und die
Chemotaxie schadstoffabbauender Bakterien unter dem Einfluss gasphasengetragener
Schadstoffe zu analysieren und zu quantifizieren. In kontrollierten Labormodellsystemen
wurde dabei die räumliche und zeitliche Dynamik des bakteriellen Wachstums und
Mobilitätsverhaltens unter dem Einfluss gasphasengetragener Schadstoff-Gradienten
quantifiziert und mittels qualitativer Modelle allgemeingültig beschrieben. Dabei wurden der
flüchtige polycyclische aromatische Kohlenwasserstoff Naphthalin (NAPH) und das NAPHabbauende Bakterium Pseudomonas putida (NAH7) G7 als Modellsysteme verwendet.
Mittels hypothesengetriebener Ansätze wurde dabei getestet (1) ob und wie sich der
luftgetragene, diffusive NAPH-Transport und das räumlich-zeitliche Wachstum von P.putida
G7 gegenseitig beeinflussen und bedingen, (2) ob und wie P.putida G7 Bakterien an LuftWasser-Grenzschichten chemotaktisch auf luftgetragene NAPH-Gradienten reagieren und,
(3) ob und wie der Abbau von NAPH durch P.putida G7 Gemeinschaften in unterschiedlicher
Populationsstärke als effektiver Entgiftungsmechanismus agiert, um den potenziell toxischen
NAPH Einfluss zu reduzieren und ein optimales Wachstum zu erlangen.
Die Resultate der Promotionsarbeit zeigen, dass P. putida G7 luftgetragenes NAPH
effektiv und in hohen Raten abbaut und dass eine nur wenige Zentimeter dicke, mikrobiell
aktive Vadose-Zone prinzipiell als effektiver Bio-Filter für flüchtige Schadstoffe agieren und
somit das Ausgasen flüchtiger Grundwasser-Schadstoffe in die Atmosphäre verhindern
könnte. Die Ergebnisse weisen gleichzeitig darauf hin, dass die hohe Bioverfügbarkeit von
luftgetragenem NAPH (und dies bei Absolutkonzentrationen, die in der wässrigen Phase
keine toxische Wirkung zeigen) zu wachstumshemmenden Effekten und einem unerwarteten,
chemotaktischen Verhalten von Bakterien an der Luft-Wasser-Grenzschicht führen kann.
Dies unterstreicht die Wichtigkeit der konzeptuellen Differenzierung zwischen der
Absolutkonzentration und der Bioverfügbarkeit bei der Voraussage des Abbaus und der
Toxizität von Schadstoffen in der Umwelt.
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Abstract
A view of the vadose zone as a sterile or barley populated region of soil has dominated until
1970s, picturing the subsurface microbial communities as not very important to the ecology
or fertility of soil system. Since then, the vadose zone is seen as highly active part of
terrestrial ecosystem, where, e.g., active biodegradation of various soil contaminants takes
place. So far, microbiological research in the water-unsaturated zone has mostly been
restricted to documenting the presence, abundance and diversity of microbes inhabiting such
environments. Hence, it still remains a fairly unknown compartment of soil system. Limited
information exists on bacterial activity in the vadose zone, and on the influence of soil air on
the diffusive transport of contaminants. Whereas under conditions typical for the unsaturated
subsurface the mobility of bacteria is restricted by the discontinuity of water pockets and the
tendency of microbes to accumulate at the air-water interfaces, the diffusion of volatile
contaminants is more efficient than in the water-saturated soils, resulting in their higher
bioavilability in the air-filled pores of the vadose zone environments. The enhanced
availability of oxygen points at the higher degradation potentials in the unsaturated
subsurface, relative to oxygen-limited aquifers. As the air-water interfaces contain the highest
density of microbial populations, they are of a special interest for biodegradation of volatile
compounds present in the unsaturated subsurface.
Microbial degradation of environmental contaminants may serve different functions for
a degrading organism including assimilative biodegradation and/or intracellular detoxification
of potentially toxic impacts. It is clear that degradation may reduce the extent of the
microbes’ exposure to the chemical and, therefore, influence the dynamics and activity of the
entire microbial biomass. Such complex interactions are often overlooked in bioremediation
studies, possibly due to erroneous assumption that contaminant-degrading bacteria are
tolerant even to high concentrations of substrates. Hence, poor knowledge exists on the
influence of enhanced bioavailability of vapor-phase contaminants on the spatio-temporal
4

growth of surface-associated bacteria. Information of how and where microbial populations
develop in vapor-phase substrate gradients is of a great importance for a better understanding
of the degradation of volatile contaminants which are found for instance in the vadose zone of
terrestrial environments.
In this thesis the naphthalene-degrading bacterium Pseudomonas putida (NAH7) G7
and the semi-volatile polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon naphthalene (NAPH) were used as
a model system to study the interplay between the diffusive transport of volatile contaminant
and the activity of the bacteria. Three different hypotheses tested were: (1) if the diffusive
transport of NAPH determines the spatio-temporal growth of NAPH-degrading bacteria
P.putida G7, (2) how the enhanced effective diffusivity of potentially inhibitory substrate
shapes microbial growth, and to which extent the competition between degrading organisms
influences NAPH degradation, (3) to what extent surface-associated bacteria react
chemotactically to vapor-phase contaminant gradients, and whether substrate consumption
may be used as a detoxification mechanism reducing its potentially inhibitory effects to
P.putida G7. These issues are of a great importance for the dynamics of microbial ecosystems
and the ecology of contaminant biodegradation.
Obtained results demonstrated that vapor-phase gradients of naphthalene influenced the
spatio-temporal growth of the planktonic bacteria. Despite high gas-phase naphthalene
diffusivity microbial growth was strongly depended on the distance to the naphthalene spot
source, and for a given distance on the numbers of bacteria competing for the gas-phase
substrate. Mass transfer limitation of the bacteria was more apparent at longer distances from
the source, and in the presence of an elevated microbial consumption potential, particularly
when the competing microbes were located closer to the source. Furthermore, by using
growth data the spatial distribution of headspace NAPH concentrations were estimated.
Vapor-phase naphthalene concentrations and corresponding degradation rates sharply
dropped within a few centimetres, and changes in the headspace NAPH concentrations and
5

degradation rates heavily depended on the amount of biomass and its spatial distribution. The
competition experiment has demonstrated that bacteria located close to the source strongly
suppressed the growth of remoter cells. This indicates at high bacterial efficiency to influence
vapor-phase naphthalene concentration gradients at the centimetre-scale.
When studying the spatio-temporal microbial growth under the influence of enhanced
bioavilability of vapor-phase naphthalene obtained results were in agreement with the
previous study only at larger distances from the source. At these locations bacterial growth
was inversely correlated to the distance from the naphthalene, and an increased competition
between bacterial cells at different locations led to decreased growth rates. For shorter
distances the results were contrary to previous study, and negative correlation between
growth, and distance to the vapor-phase substrate and bacterial cell numbers were found. In
addition, competition at this immediate distance to the source promoted growth of surfaceassociated cells. Different observed growth kinetics of P.putida G7 on potentially inhibitory
vapor-phase naphthalene at low and high cell densities were further explained by an
integrated Best-equation describing microbial growth influenced by substrate availability and
inhibition.
When exposing chemotactic bacteria to vapor-phase contaminant gradients clear
movement away from the substrate source (negative chemotaxis) was observed, with cells
being repelled at a distance representing a compromise of acceptable toxicity and sufficient
substrate supply. Interestingly, after prolonged period of time the bacteria alleviated potential
naphthalene stress by, e.g., ‘diving’ into the agar, where they were chemotactically attracted
by its aqueous gradients formed in response to the vapor-phase gradients (positive
chemotaxis). Furthermore, by allowing bacteria to grow on potentially inhibitory substrate
cells changed the location of initial settlement and moved towards the naphthalene source.
Thus, substrate consumption was shown to be an effective detoxification mechanism reducing
potentially inhibitory effects of vapor-phase contaminant to degrader organism.
6

Results from these studies show that contaminated and rich in microbes the vadose zone
may be an effective natural bio-filter for volatile contaminants emanating from groundwater
and soil. Because of their high vapor pressure volatile compounds can effectively ‘travel’
large distances through the air-filled pores of the unsaturated soil system and, thus, may be
easily transported to other soil compartments. Whereas chemotactic dispersal along vaporphase gradients may allow motile bacteria to approach contaminant source, microbial growth
may prevent long-distance subsurface transport of such contaminants through the vadose
zone.
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Zusammenfassung
Bis in die 1970er Jahre überwog die Meinung, dass der Bodenbereich über dem
Grundwasserspiegel, die so genannte ungesättigte oder Vadose Zone, wenig mit Bakterien
durchsetzt und kaum mikrobiologisch aktiv ist. Als Konsequenz wurden deren mikrobielle
Gemeinschaften als nicht sonderlich wichtig für die Ökologie und Fruchtbarkeit des
Erdbodens angesehen. Heute ist die Vadose Zone jedoch als hochaktiver Teil des BodenÖkosystems anerkannt, in dem ein signifikanter biologischer Abbau verschiedenster
Schadstoffe stattfinden kann. Trotz dieser Erkenntnis hat sich die mikrobielle Forschung
bisher hauptsächlich darauf beschränkt, die Präsenz, Populationsdichte und Diversität der
Bakterien in der ungesättigten Zone zu dokumentieren. Zur bakteriellen Aktivität,
insbesondere unter dem Einfluss flüchtiger Schadstoffe im luftgefüllten Porenraum, existieren
hingegen nur wenige Informationen. In ungesättigten Systemen ist die Mobilität von
Bakterien beschränkt. Diese haften entweder an Bodenpartikeln oder akkumulieren an der
Luft-Wasser-Grenzschicht im Porenraum. Flüchtige Schadstoffe hingegen besitzen, anders
als im Bodenwasser gelöste oder an Bodenpartikel sorbierte Stoffe, eine hohe Mobilität im
luftgefüllten Porenraum des Bodens. Für den Abbau der Schadstoffe ist die Luft-WasserGrenzschicht von speziellem Interesse, da sie die höchste Dichte mikrobieller Population
aufweist.
Bakterien bedienen sich unterschiedlicher Strategien für den Schadstoffabbau, wie die
die innerzelluläre Entgiftung oder den assimilativen Abbau potentiell toxischer Chemikalien.
Werden Schadstoffe durch Bakterien abgebaut, sind diese dadurch sukzessive immer weniger
Chemikalien ausgesetzt, was die Dynamik und Aktivität der gesamten mikrobiellen Biomasse
beeinflusst. Solche komplexen Interaktionen werden oft in Bioremediations-Studien
übersehen, vermutlich wegen der irrtümlichen Annahme, dass Bakterien auch hohen
Schadstoff-Konzentrationen gegenüber tolerant sind. Dementsprechend ist auch wenig über
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den Einfluss der erhöhten Bioverfügbarkeit von flüchtigen Schadstoffen auf das räumliche
und zeitliche Wachstum der Bakterien an der Luft-Wasser-Schnittstelle bekannt.
In

dieser

Promotionsarbeit

wurden

der

flüchtige

polycyclische

aromatische

Kohlenwasserstoff Naphthalin (NAPH) und das NAPH-abbauende Bakterium Pseudomonas
putida (NAH7) G7 als Modellsysteme verwendet. Mittels hypothesengetriebener Ansätze
wurde dabei getestet (1) ob und wie sich der luftgetragene, diffusive NAPH-Transport und
das räumlich-zeitliche Wachstum von P. putida G7 gegenseitig beeinflussen und bedingen,
(2) ob und wie P. putida G7 Bakterien an Luft-Wasser-Grenzschichten chemotaktisch auf
luftgetragene NAPH-Gradienten reagieren und (3), ob und wie der Abbau von NAPH durch
P. putida G7 Gemeinschaften in unterschiedlicher Populationsstärke als effektiver
Entgiftungsmechanismus agiert, um den potenziell toxischen Einfluss von zu reduzieren.
Dies ist besonders wichtig, um die Dynamik des mikrobiellen Ökosystems und die Ökologie
des biologischen Abbaus von Schadstoffen zu verstehen.
Trotz der hohen Diffusivität des Naphthalins in der Luft, war das mikrobielle Wachstum
stark abhängig von der Distanz zur NAPH-Quelle. So gab es bei größeren Entfernungen von
der Quelle ein erhöhtes mikrobielles Konsumptionspotential und ein messbar geringeres
Naphthalinvorkommen, um dass die Bakterien konkurrierten. Das Wachstum der Bakterien
ist somit nicht nur zeitlich, sondern auch räumlich beeinflusst. Weiterhin konnte durch die
Analyse der Wachstumsraten eine räumliche Streuung von mehr und weniger großen NAPHKonzentrationen beobachtet werden, die sich innerhalb weniger Zentimeter stark verändern
konnte und insbesondere von der jeweiligen Menge der Biomasse (und deren Streuung)
abhängig war. Ein „Konkurrenzversuch“ zeigte, dass nahe der NAPH-Quelle lokalisierte
Bakterien das Wachstum weiter entfernter Zellen behinderte. Die Bakterien waren auch hier
in der Lage die NAPH-Gradienten in der Gasphase effizient und bereits im Zentimeterbereich
zu beeinflussen.
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Bei der Untersuchung des Einflusses der erhöhten Bioverfügbarkeit von Naphthalin auf
das räumliche und zeitliche Wachstum, konnten zu einer vorrangegangenen Studie analoge
Resultate erzielt werden, solang lediglich weiter von der NAPH-Quelle entfernte Bakterien
betrachtet wurden. Die Wachstumsraten waren dort umgekehrt proportional zur Entfernung
von der Naphthalinquelle und aufgrund der Konkurrenz um das verfügbare Naphthalin
beschränkt. In kurzen Entfernungen zur Quelle hindert also eine hohe Bioverfügbarkeit des
flüchtigen Schadstoffes die mikrobielle Entwicklung, und eine erhöhte katabolische Aktivität
schwächt inhibitorische Effekte ab, indem Schadstoffkonzentrationen in der Gasphase auf ein
Niveau reduziert werden, dass ein optimales Wachstum erlaubt. Darüber hinaus wurden in
einem „Gleichgewichts-Versuch“ verschiedene Beobachtungen zur Wachstumskinetik von P.
putida G7 auf potentiell hemmendes Naphthalin in der Gasphase bei hohen und niedrigen
Zellendichten

angestellt,

der

das

mikrobielle

Wachstum

bei

unterschiedlicher

Substratverfügbarkeit beschrieb.
Werden chemotaktische Bakterien Schadstoffgradienten der Gasphase ausgesetzt, ist
eine eindeutige Bewegung weg von der Naphthalinquelle zu beobachten (negative
Chemotaxis), bei der sich die Zellen von der Substratquelle zu Stellen mit gerade genügend
Substratangebot bewegen, um die Toxizität zu ertragen. Interessanterweise kehrte sich dieser
Effekt nach einer längeren Zeitspanne um und die Bakterien bewegten sich wieder auf die
Naphthalinquelle zu (positive Chemotaxis). Dieser Effekt lässt sich möglicherweise so
erklären, dass sich als Reaktion auf die luftgetragenen NAPH-Gradienten wässrige NAPHGradienten im Agar bildeten, von welchem die Bakterien angezogen wurden, nachdem sie in
das Agar abtauchten, um der Belastung durch den luftgetragenen NAPH-Gradienten zu
entgehen.
Die Ergebnisse der durchgeführten Studien zeigen, dass eine mikrobiell angereicherte
ungesättigte Zone ein effektiver natürlicher Bio-Filter für flüchtige Schadstoffe sein könnte,
die aus dem Grundwasser und der gesättigten Zone entstammen. Auf Grund des hohen
10

Dampfdrucks der flüchtigen Chemikalien können diese große Entfernungen durch die
luftgefüllten Porenräume der ungesättigten Zone zurücklegen und in andere Bodenteile oder
die Atmosphäre gelangen.
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1.1 Outline of the thesis
Limited information exists on the influence of diffusive transport of volatile contaminants on
the activity of the bacteria present in the vadose zone. For instance, little is known about the
role of microbial growth and chemotactic dispersal on the bioremediation of such
contaminants. Whereas air-filled pores of the vadose zone restrict the mobility of the bacteria,
the diffusivity of volatile chemicals is highly enhanced. As many bacteria accumulate at airwater interfaces, such boundary layers are of a special interest for biodegradation of vaporphase contaminants present in the vadose zone.
The concept of microbial degradation under conditions typical for the unsaturated soil
systems is introduced in Chapter 1. The vadose zone environment is briefly described, and
the influence of enhanced bioavailability of volatile contaminants on the activity of the
bacteria is further discussed. Special emphasis is given to chemotactic dispersal along
contaminant concentration gradients, seen as an important adaptation strategy allowing
microbial cells to position themselves with respect to contaminant bioavilability.
In Chapter 2, a study demonstrating the interplay between the spatio-temporal
distribution of the bacteria, and the diffusive transport of vapor-phase contaminant is
presented. Whereas in the first part growth of planktonic bacteria is taken as a quantitative
indicator of the vapor-phase substrate transport, in the second part microbial growth under the
conditions of enhanced bioavilability of volatile contaminants is discussed. In the latter case,
an extended Best equation is developed and proposed as relevant description of microbial
growth on potentially inhibitory substrate.
Chemotactic dispersal along vapor-phase contaminant gradients is addressed in
Chapter 3. The first part focuses on the chemotactic response of the bacteria, while the
second part studies bacterial chemotaxis and growth on potentially inhibitory substrate. In the
latter case, the role of substrate consumption on the degradation of the vapor-phase
contaminant is further examined.
14

In Chapter 4, the practical significance of obtained results in natural attenuation of soils
and aquifers contaminated with volatile contaminants is evaluated and an outlook for further
research needs is given.

1.2 Aim of the thesis
The naphthalene-degrading bacterium Pseudomonas putida (NAH7) G7 and the semi-volatile
aromatic hydrocarbon naphthalene (NAPH) were used as a model system to study the
influence of vapor-phase contaminant gradients on bacterial growth and chemotaxis. The
hypotheses tested were:
(1) if the diffusive NAPH transport determines the spatio-temporal growth of P.putida
G7 (section 2.1),
(2) how the enhanced effective diffusivity of potentially inhibitory NAPH shapes the
spatio-temporal growth of the bacteria, and to which extent the competition between
degrading organisms influences NAPH biodegradation (section 2.2),
(3) to what extent surface-associated bacteria react chemotactically to vapor-phase
NAPH gradients (section 3.1), and whether substrate consumption may be used as
a detoxification mechanism reducing its potentially inhibitory effects to P.putida G7
cells (section 3.2).

1.3 Soil as a habitat of microbial life
Soil is a product of long-term weathering processes, where changes in temperature, water
availability, and biological activity alter its parent materials, resulting in a great variability of
inorganic and organic components (1). Soils plays an important role in all terrestrial
ecosystems, as it provides mechanical support for higher plants, supplies soil-inhabiting
organisms with essential nutrients and water, and provides a suitable environment for many
microorganisms, such as bacteria, fungi, algae and protozoa (2). Great abundance and
15

diversity of microbial populations highly exceed the presence of eukaryotic ones, as one gram
of soil contains up to 10 billion of microorganisms representing thousands of different species
(3). Among soil microorganisms bacteria are particularly prevalent, and typical genera found
in most soils are represented by Agrobacterium, Arthrobacter, Bacillus, Clostridium and
Pseudomonas. Bacteria assigned to the latter genus are of a special ecological relevance (4),
as they are known to metabolize different organic compounds and, hence, play an important
role in contaminants degradation (1).
Soil bacterial communities are heterogeneously distributed within soil. One important
factor often controlling their spatial organization is the content of organic matter. As the
amount of organic matter decreases with an increasing soil depth, the total microbial biomass
normally follows this tendency (1, 5). The availability of water, soil temperature, oxidationreducing potential and soil pH are the physicochemical soil properties which are of a great
significance, as they strongly influence the activity of microbial communities (1).
Furthermore, due to the fact that microbes normally live in associations with other organisms,
the type of such interactions is an important factor determining their biodiversity (6). For
instance, bacterial associations with plant roots are of a special ecological relevance, as they
satisfy important nutritional microbial requirements and have positive effects on plants.
Hence, the zones immediately adjacent to their roots, so-called rhizosphere, normally contain
high numbers of bacteria. They are also known to have higher degradation potential, relative
to non-rhizosphere ones and, therefore, are of a special interest for contaminant degradation
(7, 8). Bacteria inhabiting soil system play a crucial role in the biogeochemical cycles of
many bioelements, such as carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur. In addition, they tend to
degrade many different organic contaminants, i.e. hydrocarbons. For these reasons, the
presence of microbial hot-spots with enhanced biological activity play a fundamental role in
the ecology of terrestrial ecosystems (1, 9).
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1.3.1 The vadose zone as an important soil compartment
The vadose zone can be defined as a distinct layer beneath land surface, separated from the
water-saturated zone by the capillary fringe (CF), an important and an integral part of its
environment. CF is a region immediately above the water table which acts as a transition zone
between the both layers (10, 11). The thickness of the vadose zone may vary significantly,
and in arid or semi-arid areas may reach hundreds of meters, whereas, e.g., in wetlands may
be even absent (12). What distinguishes the unsaturated subsurface from the water-saturated
zone is the aquatic habitat, as it is highly fragmented and restricted to thin films adsorbed on
solid soil particles (13). Discontinuous nature of such water pockets could lead to erroneous
assumption that microbial processes taking place in the vadose zone are insignificant, e.g., for
soil bioremediation. However, since many environmental contaminants were shown to be
degraded within this zone, it is recognized as highly active part of terrestrial ecosystem (14,
15). Furthermore, typically in the vadose zone the abundance of the gas-phase highly exceeds
the presence of the aqueous-phase and results in enhanced bioavilability of soil gases (i.e.
oxygen) and volatile contaminants, relative to water-saturated soils. This is caused by
approximately 10,000 higher diffusion coefficients of gas molecules in the air, relative to
aqueous media (12, 13). The indicated dominance of the gas-phase consequently increases the
surface area of the air-water interfaces (16), and as an increased presence of air influences
transport processes of volatile contaminants, it may results in higher microbial activity (17,
18). Schematic view of the main soil constitutes within the unsaturated and the saturated soil
are shown on Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of terrestrial ecosystem.

So far, microbiological research in the vadose zone has been restricted to documenting
the presence, abundance, diversity and viability of microbial populations. Hence, it still
remains a fairly unknown compartment of terrestrial ecosystem (19). Limited information
exists on, e.g., the interplay between the diffusive transport of volatile contaminants and the
spatio-temporal distribution of the bacteria, and their influence on contaminant degradation
(12).

1.3.2 Microbial activity in the vadose zone
A view of the vadose zone as a sterile or barely populated region of soil has dominated until
the 1970s, picturing the subsurface microbial communities as not very important for the
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ecology or fertility of soil system (20, 21). Relatively harsh environmental conditions existing
in such habitats are mostly caused by changes in nutrients availability, fluctuations in the soil
temperature and low amount of water (13). In consequence, the unsaturated subsurface zones
are normally inhabited by three to four orders of magnitude lower microbial biomass than the
water-saturated soils (10). It is known that under such circumstances some indigenous
bacteria develop suitable adaptation strategies allowing them to cope with the environmental
stress (13). For instance, some microorganisms are known to synthesize sucrose and trehalose
which help them to maintain cell membrane integrity, while others, to keep water molecules
close to their membranes, produce higher amounts of the extracellular polymeric substances
(EPS). Both mechanisms allow such microbes to survive at low water content (22, 23).
However, although above mentioned adaptations increase the survivability of the vadose zone
bacteria, it is known under the unsaturated conditions their activity, e.g., mobility is
significantly reduced. It is caused by the discontinuous nature of aquatic microhabitats (13),
and the tendency of the microbes to accumulate at the air-water interfaces which further
restricts their movement through the water-unsaturated soils (16). As such air-water boundary
layers contain the highest densities of bacterial cells (13) they are of a special interest for the
biodegradation of volatile contaminants present in the vadose zone.
Microbial degradation of volatile contaminants has received considerable attention in
recent years (24). Despite lower biomass the vadose zone environments appear to have higher
potential to influence their transport and environmental fate (14). It has been demonstrated
that, when passing through the unsaturated subsurface, many volatile compounds are
intercepted and degraded by the indigenous microbes. Hence, rich in microbes the vadose
subsurface are believed to be an effective natural bio-filter removing contaminants vapors
from terrestrial ecosystem. By preventing their transport to other soil compartments bacterial
activities are of a particular importance for bioremediation of soils and aquifers contaminated
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with such chemicals (18). The concept of the vadose zone as a natural bio-filter is
schematically shown on Figure 1.2.
THE
ATMOSPHERE

VADOSE
ZONE

Volatile
contaminants

Active biodegradation
prevents contaminants from
entering the atmosphere

Active biodegradation
reduces contaminant
transport into aquifers

CAPILLARY FRINGE

SATURATED
ZONE

Volatilization of
volatile contaminants

VADOSE ZONE AS NATURAL BIO-FILTER FOR
VOLATILE CONTAMINANTS

Figure 1.2. Microbial processes taking place in the vadose zone.

1.3.3 Volatile contaminants in the vadose zone
According to the definition approved by the Australian Department of Environment and
Heritage (2003) ‘any chemical compound based on carbon chains or rings (and also
containing hydrogen) with a vapor pressure greater then 2 mm of mercury (mm Hg) at 25
degree Celsius (°C)’ is considered as volatile contaminant. Furthermore, ‘these compounds
may contain oxygen, nitrogen and other elements. Substances that are specifically excluded
are: carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, carbonic acid, carbonate salts, metallic carbide, and
methane’ (Australian Department of Environment and Heritage, 2003). Volatile compounds
are mostly assigned to two major groups: (i) aliphatic hydrocarbons - alkanes and alkenes,
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and (ii) aromatic hydrocarbons (25). Well-known volatiles include: alkyl benzenes (e.g., oxylen, m-xylen, p-xylen, toluene), aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., naphthalene, benzene), ethers
(e.g., MTBE), chlorinated alkanes (e.g., chloroethane, chloromethane, tetrachloromethane),
chlorinated alkenes (e.g., vinyl chloride, 1,1-dichloroethane), or chlorinated aromatics (e.g.,
chlorobenzene, 1,2-dichlorobenzene) (26). The tendency of volatile contaminants to move
from the aqueous- into the air-filled pores of the vadose zone is influenced by their vapor
pressure, water solubility, octanol-water partition coefficient, polarity, air-water partition
coefficient or fugacity (27, 26).
Volatile contaminants enter the vadose zone from multiple of sources. Very often they
are released during petroleum spills and exist as non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) floating
on groundwater or being bound to soil particles. As some NAPLs are denser than water, they
migrate below the water table and act as a long term contamination source (28, 29). Such
contaminated groundwaters pose a serious risk for terrestrial ecosystem. Due to volatilization
processes they may enter back to the vadose zone, where they may rapidly move to other soil
compartments, or be released into the atmosphere affecting human health (15). Interestingly,
some volatiles (i.e. ethanol, hexane, octane or benzaldehyde) are released by soil inhabiting
bacteria and fungi as, so-called secondary metabolites. They may be used as indicators of
microbial activity and community abundance, or may be utilized by bacteria as an efficient
infochemicals allowing inter-microbial communication. As such infochemicals were shown
to have negative, positive or neutral influence on other soil bacteria and fungi, they play an
important role in shaping soil microbial communities (30, 31). Furthermore, very often
volatile contaminants are released into the atmosphere due to, e.g., incomplete combustion of
organic matter or industrial activities (32). From there they may be transported by, so-called
above-ground vegetation, and via plant leaves may be directly incorporated into soil (33).
Some examples of the above described pathways by which volatile contaminants enter soil
system are shown on Figure 1.3.
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Fig.1.3. Illustration demonstrating multiple sources of volatile contaminants and their possible
transport pathways though soil.

Vapor-phase contaminants are transported through the unsaturated subsurface mostly by
the diffusion processes (34). As reported in literature, some were found even at a distant of 20
meters away from their initial contamination source. Therefore, in contrast to negligible
advection processes (14), horizontal and vertical diffusive transport is considered as fast and
efficient pathway for the above mentioned contaminants (24, 35).

1.4 Microbial degradation of vapor-phase contaminants in the vadose zone
Effective biodegradation of soil contaminants requires optimal environmental conditions (i.e.
soil temperature, pH or water content), and the presence of available substrates (36, 37). As
only compounds which are available for bacterial uptake can be degraded, their
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bioavailability is as an excellent measure of the efficiency of the substrate biotransformation
(38, 39). Quantitatively it can be described by the bioavailability number (Bn) which takes
into account the mass transfer of contaminants to microbial cells, and its intrinsic activity of
degrading bacteria to transform them (38). Usually, at high mass transfer rate the
biodegradation is controlled by the metabolic bacterial activity (high Bn), and when the mass
transfer decreases or when the population size increases, the mass transfer becomes the rate
limiting step, reducing the overall rate of the biodegradation processes (low Bn) (40).
It is known that microbial degradation of environmental contaminants can serve
different functions for a degrading organism including (i) assimilative biodegradation that
generates energy and carbon, (ii) co-metabolic degradation that although degrades substrates
it does not generate energy and carbon for the cell metabolism, or (iii) intracellular
detoxification of potentially toxic impacts (41). All processes are controlled by the
contaminant’s bioavilability. Hence, depending on the bioavailability the same compound
simultaneously may serve as a food source and exert toxic effects on the same
microorganisms. This indicates that the bioavailability for biodegradation may be
significantly different from the bioavailability for toxic effects, despite the fact that
bioaccessible pool of the same contaminant may be an identical (39). Therefore, the
assessment of microbial activity should take into account the contrasting processes of the
bioavilability of such contaminant for biodegradation and toxicity.
Microbial degradation of the substrate which is used by the bacteria as carbon and
energy source can be described by Best equation written as:

q = q max

Cd + Km + q max k −1
2q max k −1
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where qmax is the maximum conversion flux that can be achieved by a cell (M T-1), Cd is the
distant contaminant concentration (M L-3), Km is the cell surface concentration (M L-3), k
mass transfer constant (L3 T-1) (for the derivation of this equation, see the reports of Bosma
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et al. (38), Simoni et al. (42), and Best (43)). It assumes the steady-state conditions achieved
when the transport flux and the rate of substrate degradation equal each other. Furthermore,
as Best equation describes substrate uptake in relation to the contaminant mass transfer
potential in the environment surrounding microbial cells, it evaluates the relative physical and
biological contributions to the overall degradation rate. However, the above mentioned
concept is valid if the substrate is the only rate limiting substance, and when its high
concentrations have no inhibitory effects on the degradation rate. Yet, in terrestrial systems
microorganisms are very often exposed to elevated concentrations of various environmental
contaminants, even those metabolizable ones. Higher concentration of substrate, product, cell
or other inhibitory substances may, e.g., inhibit microbial growth. If the substrate is present at
concentrations exceeding the threshold limits tolerated by bacteria and hence inhibits
microbial growth, such phenomenon is commonly known as substrate inhibition (44). Under
such circumstances at low substrate concentrations microbial growth is normally reduced by
it low bioavailability, whereas at high concentrations cell development is usually inhibited by
enhanced substrate bioavailability. Hence, the highest biodegradation rates are typically
observed at an intermediate substrate bioavilability, i.e. at conditions representing
a compromise of acceptable inhibition and sufficient substrate supply to metabolically active
cells (45). Several mathematical models have been developed to quantify inhibitory effects of
the target substrates on microbial growth (44, 45). However, their applications to the waterunsaturated systems are limited and, hence, information about the influence of enhanced
bioavilability of vapor-phase contaminants on the activity of the bacteria present at the airwater interfaces is still scarce. Such knowledge is of a great importance for the remediation of
volatile contaminants, as the air-water associated bacteria are usually exposed to high
amounts of contaminants vapors. So far, microbial degradation of such compounds was
mostly approximated by methods which require their partitioning from the gas- into the
liquid-phase where biodegradation takes place. Among such approaches commonly used are
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biofilters (BFs), biotrickling filters (BTF), bioscrubbers, or membrane bioreactors (44). In situ
the biodegradation of volatile contaminants was mainly assessed by measuring oxygen and
carbon dioxide concentration profiles. Although such measurements allow to estimate the
spatio-temporal contaminants degradation taking place in the subsurface soils (24, 28, 46),
they do not provide any information on the role of contaminant vapors on the spatio-temporal
distribution of soil microbial populations, nor on their activity.

1.5 Bacterial strategies influencing contaminant bioavailability
Unlike planktonic bacteria surrounded by relatively thick diffusive boundary layer, the
bacteria present at the air-water interfaces are most likely covered by very thin water film,
which possibly do not act as an effective diffusive barrier to vapor-phase contaminants.
Therefore, one may assume such bacteria to be directly exposed to enhanced bioavilability of
volatile contaminants. This may inhibit, e.g., microbial growth and/or activity. This concept is
schematically shown on Figure 1.4, where the gas-phase of the petri dish imitates the vadose
zone conditions and agar represents the water-saturated zone. It demonstrates that unlike
bacteria embedded in a liquid medium and exposed to less pronounced dissolved contaminant
gradient, the bacteria present at the air-water interface are directly exposed to volatile
contaminant gradient via the gas-phase (both gradients are shown as light grey triangles).
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Figure 1.4. A petri dish microcosm mimicking selected features of unsaturated and saturated soils.

In order to survive under the conditions of the enhanced bioavailability of vapor-phase
contaminant gradients, the air-surface associated bacteria need to develop suitable adaptation
strategies allowing them to alleviate high contaminant bioavailability.
One of such strategy may be the consumption of potentially inhibitory substrates. As
microbial degradation of environmental chemicals may function as intracellular detoxification
mechanism (41), by contaminant degradation bacteria may reduce their extent of exposure to
such contaminants. Hence, it may be an important strategy regulating the bioavailability of
vapor-phase contaminants. Via their substrate utilization microbial populations reduce
contaminant concentrations to levels allowing for further growth, and thus theoretically
consumption could be an efficient detoxification mechanism developed by bacteria under
environmental stress, i.e. in the presence of potentially toxic or inhibitory chemicals. Several
studies have documented the ability of the bacteria to degrade and thus detoxify different
environmental contaminants. For instance, Juhasz et al. (2000) studied the ability of
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia strain VUN 10,003 to degrade and detoxify polycyclic
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aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Degradation of PAHs was assessed by measuring the
reduction in their concentration, which was later linked to the mutagenic potential measured
in a mutagenicity assay (AmesTest). As the reduction in PAHs concentration correlated well
to the reduction of mutagenic potential, the author concluded that microbial degradation
reduced the toxicity of these compounds (47).
An important adaptation strategy developed by bacteria is dispersal, which allows
microbes to position themselves with respect to contaminants bioavilability (48). Bacteria
may exhibit so-called twitching (e.g., Pseudomonas aeruginosa), gliding on water-wet
surfaces (e.g., myxobacteria, cyanobacteria) or chemotactic swimming along fungal mycelia
(e.g., Pseudomonas putida) (49, 50). Whereas twitching cells use extension and retraction of
pili as a driving force for cells dispersal, in gliding the movement of outer cell membrane
components are used to push the cell back and forwards. In addition, some bacteria (e.g.,
Escherichia coli or Salmonella typhpimurium) exhibit movement on solid or semi-solid
surfaces, mechanism known as bacterial swimming or swarming, which may also enhance
contaminant bioavailability (51).
Taxis represents a sophisticated strategy allowing motile microbial populations to
navigate in response to gradients of various chemical and physical parameters. Bacteria may
exhibit tactic response towards gradients of light (phototaxis), oxygen (aerotaxis),
temperature (thermotaxis) or chemicals (chemotaxis) (1). Such behavior of motile bacteria is
driven by receptors located at the cell surface, which as sensing elements, monitor changes in
the environment and provide cells with the information about the actual strengths of target
stimuli (52). Since such informations are transmitted extremely fast, microbial taxis is an
immediate adaptation strategy allowing microbial populations to respond rapidly to
environmental changes. A special type of tactic response is energy taxis, which makes use of
sensing the intracellular energy level. Changes in energy levels are linked with electron
transport systems and, thus, any physicochemical stimuli affecting the transport of electrons,
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results in bacterial movement towards locations providing more energy (53). Therefore, it is
sometimes difficult to distinguish energy taxis from other tactic behaviors. Chemotaxis plays
a particularly important role for bacteria. It has a big ecological relevance, as swimming
towards substrates increases its bioavailability while, conversely, fleeing from inhibitory
substances reduces exposure (54).

1.5.1 Bacterial chemotaxis
Bacterial chemotaxis is the self-directed movement of flagellated bacteria along chemical
gradients towards higher or lower concentrations, referred to as positive and negative
chemotaxis, respectively (55). The ability of flagellated bacteria to sense contaminant
gradients and bias their movement according to contaminants concentration profile has
competitive advantages over non-motile and non-chemotactic strains as it allows microbial
cells to move towards the most desirable niches where the conditions for survival and growth
are optimal (53, 56, 57). Swimming patterns of chemotactic bacteria can be described as
sequences of forward movements (so called ‘runs’) being interrupted by sudden cell
reorientation (so called ‘tumbles’) followed in swimming in a changed direction. Chemotactic
bacteria normally swim with speed ranging from 20-60 µm sec-1, with runs lasting up to
several seconds and tumbles taking a fraction of a second (58, 59). Bacteria ‘run’ towards
chemoattractants for prolonged periods of time, and they tumble earlier when approaching
chemorepellents (52).
Bacteria can exhibit chemotaxis in the presence of metabolizable or non-metabolizable
chemicals, which was the reason to further classify bacterial chemotaxis:
(1) ‘Metabolism-independent’ chemotaxis, where swimming along gradients does not
depend on the uptake and chemoeffector utilization (56). These bacteria show
chemotactic

response

to

non-metabolizable

analogues

of

metabolizable

chemoattractants, and may swim towards non-metabolizable chemoattractants even
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away from metabolizable compounds. Furthermore, mutation taking place in the
chemoattractant metabolism pathway does not affect bacterial chemotaxis. In
metabolism-independed chemotaxis transmembrane chemoreceptors (so called
chemotaxis transducers) transmit the information about environmental changes from
outside the cell to the inner part of the cell and via ‘two-component regulatory system’
influence the direction of flagella rotation. Pseudomonas putida and Bacillus subtilis
are among the bacteria that exhibit metabolism-independed chemotaxis (54);
(2) ‘Metabolism-dependent’ chemotaxis, where the chemoeffector needs to be consumed
to provoke the chemotactic response of the bacteria. Metabolism-depended
chemotactic bacteria do not show chemotactic response towards substrate analogues
and their chemotaxis is affected by mutation in the chemoeffector metabolism
pathway. Chemotaxis metabolism-depended was found in Escherichia coli towards
proline, glycerol or succinate (54).
Bacterial chemotaxis can be assessed using quantitative as well as qualitative methods.
Among techniques which allow to measure bacterial chemotaxis the most commonly used is
‘capillary assay’, which was introduced by Pfeffer in 1886, 1888 first as qualitative approach
and later provided quantitative picture of chemotactic response along chemoeffectors’
gradients, as well (60). Other methods to measure chemotaxis include ‘Motility plate assay’
(58), ‘Drop assay’ (61), ‘Stopped flow diffusion chamber’ (SFDC) or ‘Diffusion gradient
chamber’ (DGC) (58), or agaroze-plug assay, commonly used approach to study bacterial
chemotaxis towards volatile compounds (62).

1.5.2 Ecological relevance of bacterial chemotaxis
Chemotaxis has been reported in literature towards various environmental contaminants,
mostly towards water soluble ones. It is known that positive chemotaxis along contaminant
gradients increases the bioavailability of soil contaminants, as it improves the contact
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between degrader organisms and patchy contaminants (63, 64). Thus, swimming along
contaminant gradients may play a significant role in terrestrial ecosystems (53, 65). However,
despite the fact that bacterial chemotaxis is a well-known phenomenon the knowledge
regarding their swimming along concentration gradients of vapor-phase contaminants is
scarce. There were some attempts to test chemotactic response of the bacteria towards volatile
compounds, such as toluene or chlorinated ethanes. However, these studies have used an
agarose-plug assay, where chemotactic water-bound bacteria were exposed to likewise
agarose-embedded contaminants (48, 67). Thus, they tended not to reflect conditions found in
the subsurface vadose zone soils, where air-surface associated bacteria are most likely
influenced by vapor-phase contaminant gradients. As such volatiles have usually high vapor
pressure, they can travel large distances and form vapor-phase gradients in heterogeneous soil
systems. As, chemotactic dispersal within such microbial ‘odor landscapes’ (70) can affect
the dynamics of microbial ecosystems, the knowledge of chemotactic swimming along vaporphase contaminant gradients is of a great importance for the ecology of their biodegradation
(71).An overview of known chemotactic strains and their target volatile chemicals, with the
original literature is given in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1. Bacterial chemotaxis towards environmental contaminants.

Target chemical

Bacterial strain

Referen
ce

BTEX compounds
Benzene

Toluene

Pseudomonas putida F1

(66)

Pseudomonas putida F1

(66)

Ralstonia picketti PK01
Burkholderia cepacia G4

(67)

Pseudomonas stutzeri OX1
Ethylbenzene

Pseudomonas putida F1

(66)

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons/Biphenyl
Naphthalene

Pseudomonas putida G7

(61)

Pseudomonas sp. NCIB9816-4
Pseudomonas alcaligenes 8A

(68)

Pseudomonas stutzeri 9A
Pseudomonas putida 10D
Phenanthrene

Pseudomonas putida 10D

(68)

Anthracene, Pyrene

Pseudomonas putida 10D

(68)

Biphenyl

Pseudomonas putida G7

(61)

Hexadecane gas oil

Flavimonas oryzihabitans

(69)

Vinylchloride

Pseudomonas stutzeri OX1

(67)

Aliphatics

Burkholderia cepacia G4
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Chapter 2

Microbial growth on
vapor-phase gradients
of naphthalene
2.1 Microbial growth with vapor-phase substrate1
2.2 Walking the tightrope of bioavailability: Growth dynamics of PAH
degraders on vapor-phase PAH2

1
2

Environmental Pollution. 2011, 159, 858-864.
Microbial Biotechnology. submitted.
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This chapter aims at studying the interplay between the diffusive transport of vaporphase naphthalene and its repercussion on the spatio-temporal growth of naphthalenedegrading bacteria Pseudomonas putida (NAH7) G7.
In the first part of this chapter investigates the spatio-temporal growth of the
planktonic bacteria on vapor-phase naphthalene. Obtained results have demonstrated that
despite the high NAPH gas-phase diffusivity microbial growth was strongly depended on
its distance to the substrate source, and for a given distance on the amount of bacteria
competing for the NAPH. Mass transfer limitation of P.putida G7 cells was more
apparent at longer distances from the source and in the presence of an elevated microbial
biomass. As a result, microbial growth was inversely correlated with the distance from
the NAPH.
The second part of this chapter focuses on the spatio-temporal growth of the airsurface associated bacteria and hence studies microbial growth at the conditions of
enhanced bioavilability of vapor-phase NAPH. Obtained results were in agreement with
the previous findings at larger distances from the NAPH. Yet, at shorter locations the
growth of P.putida G7 was strongly inhibited revealing negative correlation between
growth, and distance to vapor-phase substrate or bacterial cell numbers. However, at
immediate distance to the source competition between degrading organisms increased the
growth rates, suggesting that high bioavailability of gas-phase NAPH inhibits microbial
growth, unless sufficient substrate consumption is provided. Hence, increased catabolic
activity of the bacteria alleviated inhibitory effects of vapor-phase NAPH by reducing its
concentrations to levels allowing for optimal growth.
Obtained results indicate at a significant role of the vadose zone as a natural biofilter for gas-phase volatile contaminants emanating from contaminated groundwater or
soil.
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Chapter 3

Microbial chemotaxis
influenced by vapor-phase
gradients of naphthalene
3.1 Bacterial chemotaxis along vapor-phase gradients of naphthalene1
3.2 Substrate consumption as detoxification mechanism allowing
bacteria to position themselves at a location suitable for optimal
activity

1

Environmental Science and Technology. 2010, 44, 9304-9310.
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This chapter studies the role of naphthalene gradients developing in the headspace of
microcosms, on tactic response and growth of chemotactic naphthalene-degrading
bacteria Pseudomonas putida (NAH7) G7.
Chapter 3.1 examines whether and to which extent P.putida G7 cells
chemotactically follow vapor-phase NAPH gradients under non-growth conditions.
Obtained results demonstrated that the bacteria were able to sense vapor-phase NAPH
gradients and to chemotactically respond to its headspace concentrations by moving away
from the solid source (negative chemotaxis). Surprisingly, after prolonged period of time
P.putida G7 appeared to have alleviated potential NAPH stress by, e.g., ‘diving’ into the
agar, where cells were chemotactically attracted by the aqueous NAPH gradients formed
in response to the vapor-phase gradients.
By using the same experimental-setup but modifying conditions, chapter 3.2 studies
chemotaxis and growth of P.putida G7 under the influence of gas-phase NAPH gradients.
Obtained results demonstrated that after exhibiting negative chemotaxis, the bacteria
changed the location of initial settlement and moved towards NAPH source, showing
positive chemotaxis and growth on potentially inhibitory substrate. Hence, catabolically
active bacteria reduced gas-phase NAPH concentrations to levels allowing to approach
NAPH source and substrate consumption was thus showed to be an effective
detoxification mechanism.
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Substrate consumption as detoxification mechanism allowing bacteria to position
themselves at a location suitable for optimal activity.

Abstract
The role of bacterial growth and chemotactic dispersal under the influence of vapor-phase
contaminant gradients present in the unsaturated subsurface soil is still poorly understood. It is
known that in the vadose zone the mobility of the bacteria is highly reduced, due to
discontinuity of water pockets and the tendency of the bacteria to accumulate at the air-water
interfaces. On the contrary, the diffusivity of volatile contaminants present in the subsurface is
highly enhanced, resulting in higher bioavilability of volatile chemicals in the vadose zone
relative to water-saturated environments. We have recently shown that enhanced naphthalene
bioavilability in the vapor-phase led to negative chemotaxis, since chemotactic naphthalenedegrading bacteria Pseudomonas putida (NAH7) G7 surprisingly moved away from the
naphthalene source already at concentrations lower than those being attractive in aqueous
systems. In an attempt to test whether growth of the same strain on potentially inhibitory
vapor-phase naphthalene can be used as detoxification mechanism, we exposed P.putida G7
to vapor-phase naphthalene under conditions allowing for growth. Our results revealed that by
means of negative chemotaxis cells positioned themselves at a distance representing
a compromise between acceptable toxicity and sufficient substrate supply to develop growth.
By active degradation vapor phase-naphthalene concentrations were reduced to levels
allowing chemotactic bacteria to change the location of initial settlement and exhibit positive
chemotaxis and growth close to potentially inhibitory naphthalene spot source.
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Introduction
The vadose zone, defined as the zone between the land surface and the groundwater table
(12), has been considered for a long time as sterile or barely populated region of soil (20), and
thus less important in soil ecology and its fertility (21). However, as later research in
subsurface microbiology revealed that significant numbers of microbial populations inhabit
the vadose zone environments (13), since then the unsaturated soils received increasing
attention (12). Large variations in water availability and discontinuous nature of aquatic
habitats result in the view of the vadose zone as rather harsh environment for microorganisms
(13). Certain physiological adaptations have been recognized to be exhibited by the bacteria
under the unsaturated conditions, allowing them to dwell at low water content (22, 23, 72).
These, however, allow bacteria to survive rigorous water regimes, but do not enhance
bacterial activity, e.g., mobility, which under unsaturated conditions is highly reduced relative
to water-saturated soils (51). The tendency of motile bacteria to attach at the air-water
interfaces further reduces their mobility (73). As such air-water interfaces are known to
contain the highest microbial biomass (13), they are of a special interest for biodegradation of
contaminants present in the subsurface. Of a particular interest are volatile contaminants,
which due to fast and efficient diffusivity through the air-filled of the vadose zone (35), pose
serious risk to groundwaters and other soil compartments (18). However, enhanced
bioavailability of vapor-phase contaminants may also inhibit, e.g., bacterial dispersal, as it has
been recently demonstrated with chemotactic naphthalene-degrading bacteria Pseudomonas
putida (NAH7) strain G7 which exhibited negative chemotaxis when exposed to naphthalene
via the gas-phase (78), although it is commonly known to be attracted by the dissolved
concentration of naphthalene (79). By exhibiting negative chemotaxis bacteria were able to
move to a distance representing a compromise of acceptable toxicity and sufficient substrate
supply, as it has been previously demonstrated in plug chemotactic using chlorinated ethenes
(80), or toluene (48). Therefore, bacterial chemotaxis is an excellent adaptation mechanism,
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allowing chemotactic bacteria to find optimal conditions for their survival and further growth
(81). By growth and contaminants degradation soil microbial populations could be useful in
detoxification of potentially inhibitory concentrations of contaminants present in soil, as it has
been previously demonstrated in liquid batch cultures (47, 82).
The aim of this study was to test whether growth of chemotactic naphthalene-degrading
bacteria Pseudomonas putida (NAH7) G7 on potentially inhibitory vapor-phase naphthalene
could be used as a detoxification mechanism reducing headspace NAPH concentrations to
levels allowing chemotactic bacteria to closely approach NAPH spot sources. The influence
of vapor-phase naphthalene gradients on growth and chemotactic response of the bacteria was
investigated with vapor-phase NAPH supplied as the sole carbon substrate.

Material and Methods
Bacteria and culture conditions. Chemotactic naphthalene-degrading bacteria Pseudomonas
putida (NAH7) G7 was cultivated, harvested and quantitatively analyzed as described in
section 3.1.

Combined chemotaxis and growth experiments with vapor-phase NAPH. Chemotaxis and
growth of P.putida G7 along vapor-phase gradients of naphthalene was approximated by
quantitative (counts) and semi-quantitative (determination of colonized area) methods.
Quantitative analyzes of spatio-temporal growth and dispersal of P.putida G7 along vaporphase gradients of naphthalene. Chemotactic NAPH-degrading bacteria were incubated in
a mineral medium agar (0.3%), referred to as swimming agar, and exposed to vapor-phase
gradients of naphthalene for 7, 21, 50 and 95 hours (t7, t21, t50, t95) (Figure 3.1). Growth and
chemotactic response of P.putida G7 towards vapor-phase NAPH was determined by
measuring spatial area of colonies formed close to NAPH source (sector A) and at further
locations from the gas-phase substrate (sector B)
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Figure 3.1. Schematic view of the experimental setup.

To minimize freely dissolved (i.e. bioavailable) NAPH concentrations in the agar,
experiments with swimming agar containing activated carbon (AC) were performed. The
preparation of the experiments, as well as samples harvesting and quantitative analyzes were
performed according to the same regimes as described earlier in chapter 3, section 3.1.
Semi-quantitative method for growth and dispersal of P.putida G7 along vapor-phase NAPH
gradients. The cells were spotted at the air-agar interface and exposed to vapor-phase NAPH
for 21, 50 and 72 hours (t21, t50, and t72) using the same experimental setup as in quantitative
approach. Microbial growth and dispersal along gas-phase NAPH was approximated by
photographic documentation, as well as by measuring visibly colonized surface area by the
cells. The area colonized by the bacteria which are present at side of the Petri plate where
NAPH crystals are present is compared to the area occupied by the bacteria present at the
other side of the plate.

Results
Spatio-temporal growth and dispersal along vapor-phase gradients of NAPH. Chemotaxis
and growth of P.putida G7 under the influence of vapor-phase NAPH were tested.
Volatilization of a single spot source of solid NAPH in the headspace was expected to result
in a directed vapor-phase NAPH gradients, according to previously findings (section 3.1,
Figure 2). Based on former observations vapor-phase gradients of NAPH repelled chemotactic
bacteria away from the source (section 3.1, Fig. 3). However, when testing the distribution of
the cells at different periods available for movement, settlement and growth, obtained results
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were not fully in accordance with previous observations. The bacteria present at the air-agar
interface and exposed to vapor-phase substrate showed negative chemotaxis and growth after
t7 and t21. As this trend was reversed, within t50 the cells changed the location of initial
settlement, and moved towards the source, resulting in higher bacterial numbers found in
close vicinity to NAPH hot spot at the end of the experiments (t95). By quantifying bacterial
numbers at the side of the Petri plate where NAPH crystals were placed (A) and at the other
side of the plate (B) between t7-t95, the biomass colonizing the sector A increased by the factor
of 5 (from ≈ 3 × 105 to 1 × 1010), whereas occupying sector B - by the factor of 2 (from ≈ 8 ×
107 to 2 × 109). This was reflected by the fact that P.putida G7 cells sensed and
chemotactically responded to higher vapor-phase NAPH concentrations by active swimming
along gas-phase gradients and developing growth in a vicinity to its hotpots, as shown by ca.
82% of the bacteria present in the half of the Petri dish next to the source (sector A) (Table
3.1).

Table 3.1. Relative abundance of P.putida G7 exposed to vapor-phase NAPH.
Absence of AC

(1)

Presence of AC

Time (h)/
Distance to
NAPH (cm)

Sum cfu cm-2

Fraction
mobilized
bacteria (%)

Sum cfu cm-2

Fraction
mobilized
bacteria (%)

7: 0.9-3.7
7: 5.6-8.7

2.85×105
7.62×107

0
100

n.a (1)

n.a

21: 0.9-3.7
21: 5.6-8.7

1.39×107
2.70×108

5
95

1.28×108
1.13×108

52
48

50: 0.9-3.7
50: 5.6-8.7

2.92×109
1.08×109

72
27

8.54×107
3.65×107

70
30

95: 0.9-3.7
95: 5.6-8.7

1.03×1010
2.25×109

82
18

8.22×108
2.57×108

76
24

Samples not analyzed.
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Also photographic documentation (a), as well as measurements of the area colonized by the
bacteria (b) showed significantly higher cell numbers in proximity to the substrate, where A
indicates at directed movement and growth towards naphthalene source, B shows chemotactic
movement away from gas-phase naphthalene (Fig. 3.2).

a)

Naphthalene

A

Point of
inoculation

B
t21

b)

t50

t72

5,00

Colonized area (cm2)

4,00

3,00

2,00

B

A

1,00

0,00
t21
1

2t50

t72
3

Time (hours)

Figure 3.2. Semi-quantitative response of P.putida G7 towards vapor-phase NAPH.

Interestingly, a different response of the bacteria to vapor-phase gradients of NAPH was
observed when agar with activated carbon (AC) was used. In AC-experiments, positive
chemotaxis and thus higher growth in sector A, relative to sector B were observed at all times
of the experiment, except for t21 where cells showed almost equal distribution on both sides of
the Petri plate (sector A and B). Furthermore, the presence of AC appeared to reduce bacterial
growth, relative to the experiments where AC was excluded from the agar, as only slight
increase in cell numbers was observed (from ≈ 1 × 108 to 8 × 108 in sector A, and from ≈ 1 ×
108 to 3 × 108 in sector B). Nevertheless, P.putida G7 cells responded to vapor-phase NAPH
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by developing growth and exhibiting positive chemotaxis, with ca. 76% of the bacteria being
present close to the spot source after t95.

Discussion
The role of NAPH consumption on the spatio-temporal distribution of P.putida G7. As it has
been previously demonstrated the bacteria were repelled by the vapor-phase gradients of
NAPH (chapter 3, section 3.1). It was further assumed that the efficient gas-phase diffusion
was the reason for observed negative chemotaxis and resulted in possible toxic NAPH flux to
the cells. In the present study we tested whether substrate consumption could be
a detoxification mechanism reducing its high and potentially inhibitory concentrations in the
headspace, allowing for growth and dispersal along vapor-phase gradients of naphthalene.
NAPH crystals were placed in the headspace above swimming agar, allowing cells to swim
and develop growth. Figure 3.2 shows that P.putida G7 exhibit negative chemotaxis and
growth after t7 and t21 when exposed to NAPH gradients via the gas-phase. However, this
trend was reversed after t50, where cells change their location of initial settlement and moved
towards the substrate, showing positive chemotaxis and significant growth close to its crystals
after t95.
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Figure 3.3. Spatial distribution of P.putida G7 along vapor-phase gradients of NAPH in the absence
(filled symbols) and presence (opened symbols) of AC after t7, t21, t50 and t95.
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Similar to earlier findings, the bacteria were most likely repelled by vapor-phase NAPH
gradients (t7-t21), and after partitioning of NAPH into the agar and by the development of
subsequent concentration gradient in the agar, the cells were attracted by its aqueous gradients
(t50-t95) (section 3.1). However, since in the present study the bacteria were allowed to grow
on vapor-phase NAPH, thus observed results are most likely caused by both effects, its
aqueous concentration gradients developing in the agar, and growth on NAPH vapors, as
indicated by increased numbers of the bacteria in vicinity to the source from ≈ 3 × 105 after t7
to 1 × 1010cells after t95. Such results indicate that via substrate consumption the headspace
concentrations might be reduced to levels allowing for growth and positive chemotaxis
towards the source. This is further supported by the results obtained from the experiments
where AC-agar was used to minimize dissolved NAPH concentrations in the agar. As AC was
shown to be an efficient sink for aqueous NAPH, reducing its water–dissolved concentration
to tiny fractions, one can assume that in the presence of AC vapor-phase NAPH was the
principle chemoeffector for chemotactic bacteria. Thus, observed positive chemotaxis and
growth in regions where headspace substrate concentrations were the highest (sector A) show
that by providing sufficient biomass the impact of vapor-phase NAPH gradients on growth
and chemotactic response of P.putida G7 could be reduced. Hence, our results unambiguously
point out at the detoxifying role of naphthalene consumption. Contaminants degradation as an
efficient detoxification mechanism has been already described in literature, with chemicals
dissolved in a liquid medium (47, 82). Microbial degradation has been approximated by the
decrease in final contaminants concentrations, whereas contaminants detoxification was
related to decrease in mutagenic potential and was measured by using so-mutagenicity test
(AmesTest). By coupling the degradation and mutagenic potential of tested chemicals it has
been demonstrated that contaminant-degrading bacteria could be used for detoxification of
contaminated environments (47).
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Conclusions
Our data reveal that substrate consumption changes the location of initial settlement of
chemotactic bacteria and hence allows closer approach of NAPH source. Substrate utilization
reduces the headspace concentrations to levels which gives privilege to the degrading
microorganisms, and thus reduces the impact of vapor-phase contaminants gradients on
bacterial behavior. By sensing gas-phase NAPH gradients chemotactic bacteria could avoid
potentially inhibitory headspace concentrations and thus position themselves at a distant
representing a compromise of acceptable toxicity and sufficient substrate supply, as shown for
instance when testing chemotactic response of Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PAO1 towards
chlorinated ethenes (80). By seeking suitable conditions for further growth and increasing cell
biomass, bacteria could reduce headspace naphthalene concentrations to levels allowing for
closer chemical approach. Thus, bacterial chemotaxis is an excellent adaptation strategy
allowing immediate response towards environmental conditions (53). Thus, obtained results
point out at the importance of bacterial chemotaxis in detoxification of polluted environments
(83).
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Chapter 4

Final remarks
4.1 The significance and practical implications of obtained results
4.2 Further research needs
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The main objective of this thesis was to investigate the interplay between the diffusive gasphase transport of naphthalene and the activity of the naphthalene-degrading bacteria, and its
repercussion on the vapor-phase substrate degradation.

4.1 The significance and practical implications of obtained results
Literature normally suggests that bacterial chemotaxis requires at least some solubility of the
target chemical, i.e. sufficient to generate an aqueous-phase concentration gradient (68).
However, based on the obtained results it seems to be possible that also poorly water soluble
contaminants give rise to bacterial chemotaxis via their gas-phase distribution at
concentrations as low as 10-9 mol L-1, when present in the unsaturated porous media (for more
details please refer to section 3.1). Thus, in principle, one may speculate that chemotactic
bacteria are capable of ‘olfactory’ swimming. Olfaction, defined as sensing and following
volatile compounds present in the environment, is well documented in higher eukaryotes, i.e.
animals, plants, yeasts, and it plays an important role in searching for food resources, as well
as in sensing predators or other organisms (71). Hence, bacteria exhibiting olfactory
swimming by ‘smelling’ vapor-phase contaminants and following their concentration
gradients could be of a great importance in the degradation of volatile compounds present in
the vadose zone and aquifers. In order to theoretically evaluate whether and to which extent
bacterial chemotaxis along vapor-phase contaminants’ gradients is relevant for their
biodegradation, 22 compounds which vary in their vapor pressures (Vp), Henry’s law
constants (H) and aqueous solubilities (Caq) were chosen. Based on the ideal gas formula,
expressed by:

Cg =

Po
,
RT

where Po is the contaminant vapor pressure (atm), R is the gas constant for volatile
compounds (R=8,206x10-2 (dimensionless)), and T is the temperature (K) (26), the gaseous
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concentrations (Cg) for each individual contaminant were calculated (assuming room
temperature) (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Some examples of volatile compounds and their physico-chemical characteristics.
Vapor pressure
Vp (atm)

Henry’s
constant
H (L atm mol-1)

Gaseous
concentration
Cg (mol L-1)

Aqueous
solubility
Caq (mol L-1)

Methane

2.75×102

6.61×102

1.13×101

1.51×10-3

Ethane

3.98×101

4.90×102

1.63×100

2.04×10-3

Propane

9.33×100

7.08×102

3.81×10-1

9.07×10-4

Chloromethane

5.75×100

9.55×100

2.35×10-1

1.10×10-1

Chloroethane
(Vinyl chloride)

3.89×100

2.24×101

1.59×10-1

9.30×10-2

Dichloromethane

5.89×10-1

2.57×100

2.41×10-2

1.50×10-1

Trichloromethane

2.57×10-1

3.98×100

1.05×10-2

6.70×10-2

n-hexane

2.04×10-1

1.38×103

8.34×10-3

1.51×10-4

Benzene

1.26×10-1

5.50×100

5.14×10-3

2.30×10-2

1,2-dichloroethane

9.12×10-2

1.07×100

3.73×10-3

8.80×10-2

Toluene

3.80×10-2

6.67×100

1.55×10-3

5.62×10-3

Chlorobenzene

1.58×10-2

3.55×100

6.48×10-4

4.35×10-3

Ethylbenzene

1.26×10-2

7.94×1007

5.14×10-4

1.58×10-3

1,4-dichlorobenzene

9.12×10-4

2.24×100

3.73×10-5

7.14×10-1

Phenol

2.57×10-4

4.00×10-4

1.05×10-5

8.80×10-1

Hexadecane

1.86×10-6

1.17×102

4.61×10-8

1.58×10-8

Naphthalene

1.05×10-4

4.30×10-2

4.28×10-6

2.45×10-4

Pentachlorobenzene

8.91×10-5

7.94×100

3.64×10-6

2.72×10-6

Biphenyl

1.00×10-5

---

4.09×10-7

1.32×10-4

Phenanthrene

1.62×10-7

3.00×10-2

6.63×10-9

6.31×10-6

Anthracene

7.94×10-9

2.30×10-3

3.25×10-10

3.47×10-7

Pyrene

6.03×10-9

9.00×10-3

2.46×10-10

6.76×10-7

Calculated values of the gaseous concentrations were compared with the Cg value for
naphthalene, which was obtained from the study where the influence of vapor-phase gradients
of naphthalene on the chemotactic response of the bacteria was tested (for more details please
refer to chapter 3, section 3.1). As the value of 10-9 mol L-1 was the minimal measured gas-
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phase naphthalene concentration that provoked chemotactic response of P.putida G7, it was
used as the threshold (reference) value to distinguish between compounds which,
theoretically, could cause chemotactic movement of the bacteria along their vapor-phase
concentration gradients (Cg values higher than the threshold), and those which would not
influence such behavior (Cg values lower than the threshold). Similarly, Henry’s constant for
naphthalene (H = 4.30×10-2 atm) was also used as the reference and was compared with the other
values. Interestingly, obtained results were not the same for the both parameters tested (Cg
and H), as shown on Figure 4.1. On this scheme gaseous concentrations (Cg) and Henry’s
constants (H) of the target compounds are plotted according to their decreasing Cg and H
values, and chemicals above the threshold value are shown as black squares (A), whereas
those below the reference value - as grey triangles (B).
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Figure 4.1. Theoretical assumption of the relevance of bacterial chemotaxis in the degradation of volatile compounds.
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Different results obtained when testing two distinct parameters demonstrate that, when
applying appropriate remediation techniques one should be careful with the data
interpretation, not to underestimate the observed trend. Although based on the above
mentioned assumptions one could speculate that bacterial chemotaxis could be of a great
relevance in the degradation of various volatile and semi-volatile chemicals, it would be still
necessary to perform further laboratory studies. It is because bacteria do not exhibit the same
tolerance to all environmental contaminants and, hence, different gaseous concentrations are
expected to result in distinct chemotactic responses. In addition, as so far bacterial chemotaxis
was mostly tested towards aqueous concentration gradients of soil contaminants (55, 75, 80,
81), the information about the swimming along vapor-phase contaminant gradients is scarce.
Despite some attempts to test bacterial chemotaxis towards various volatile compounds (i.e.
ethylene, benzene and chlorinated ethenes (67, 82)), these studies used plug agarose assays
(62) where water-bound bacteria were exposed to agarose-embedded contaminants. They thus
tended to neglect situations likely to be found in the unsaturated soils, where bacteria may be
under the influence of vapor-phase chemicals, e.g., emanating from contaminated aquifers.
Furthermore, the results obtained in this thesis demonstrated that vapor-phase gradients
of naphthalene significantly influenced the spatio-temporal growth of the bacteria. Microbial
activity was strongly dependent on the location of initial settlement of naphthalene-degrading
bacteria (air-agar interface versus water-phase), and on the amount of biomass (low cell
density versus high bacterial biomass). The latter findings suggest that active naphthalene
consumption was an efficient detoxification mechanism reducing the headspace substrate
concentrations to levels allowing for further cell development and for positive chemotaxis.
Thus, the results show that given the right conditions for microbial activity contaminantdegrading bacteria present in the vadose zone may be an excellent natural bio-filter for gasphase volatile contaminants emanating from contaminated groundwater or soil. Such findings
contribute to better understanding of, so-called vertical soil systems (or vertical soil filters),
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which currently are being tested at the Helmholtz-Center for Environmental Research – UFZ,
in Leipzig (Germany), within the SAFIRA II project. Due to long-term industrial activities
and, hence, highly contaminated groundwater the city Leuna (Germany) was chosen as
a study area. The main objective of this project is to understand which processes are
responsible for the removal of volatile contaminants, and to study their distribution within the
unsaturated subsurface soils and groundwaters. The investigated vertical soil system consists
of approximately 25 cm thick upper layer (composed of expanded clay material of diameter 8
– 16 mm), and ca. 120 cm thick lower layer (containing expanded clay pellets of diameter 3 6 mm). The latter is to mimic the vadose zone conditions. Water contaminated with various
volatile chemicals (i.e. BTEX compounds, MTBE, ammonia, toluene, chlorinated benzenes,
phenols, chlorinated phenols, xylenes and pesticides) is injected within the upper part of the
filter, and after passing through the unsaturated zone, it is re-collected on the bottom of lower
layer. Based on measured concentrations at the in- and out-let it is possible to quantify the
mass of eliminated volatile contaminants. By a combination of mathematical description
models, contaminants properties and physicochemical soil characteristics, microbial
degradation was shown to be the major processes being responsible for the highest removal
mass of the tested contaminants. On the contrary, volatilization or sorption to solid soil
materials contributed only to minor or negligible amounts to overall removal rate (83). By
coupling mathematical description models together with laboratory studies (please refer to
chapter 2, section 2.1) one can better understand microbial role in the degradation of
contaminant vapors present in the vadose zone and aquifers.
Furthermore, the obtained results suggest that perhaps it could be possible to use the
vadose zone bacteria as natural sink for contaminants vapors present in the air. As by means
of biodegradation the diffusive transport of volatile contaminants would be directed towards
the subsurface, it may be possible to create steeper concentration gradients along vertical soil
systems. As already suggested by Pernthaler et al (2008) bacteria possessing capacities to
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degrade volatile contaminants could be used as a natural tools reducing, e.g., the
concentrations of greenhouse gases present in the atmosphere (84). By providing proper soil
conditions promoting growth of such microbes one could use i.e. methane-oxidizing bacteria
to alleviate global warming.

4.2 Further research needs
By testing chemotactic responses of the various contaminant-degrading bacteria towards
a numbers of volatile compounds it may be possible to create microbial landscapes. This is of
a great significance as it would allow to test how the bacteria behave under real soil
conditions. As volatile contaminants ‘travel’ over long distances within soil they are also most
likely to create, so-called ‘odor landscapes’, with different spatial odorant concentrations.
Thus, under such conditions bacterial chemotaxis possibly could influence the spatiotemporal contaminant degradation, leading to changes in soil microbial ecology (70). In
addition, by observing dynamics of such soil microbial communities it could be interesting to
retrieve bacteria showing peculiar reactions and analyze them based on their morphology,
physico-chemistry, biochemistry or behavioral characteristics. Such analyses would provide
new information needed to better understand which of the specific characteristics are
responsible for distinct interactions with the environment, e.g., which cell properties are
involved in microbial resistance to potentially toxic compounds, or which properties allow
soil microbial populations to develop suitable strategies modifying exposure to contaminant
bioavailability.

In this thesis it has been demonstrated that soil bacteria present in the vadose zone may be
used as natural bio-filters for volatile contaminants emanating from contaminated
groundwaters, as well as could be an excellent tool to reduce air-contamination by capturing
chemical vapors present in the atmosphere.
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